
      

 
Global Creations is a I.T services provider company offering, Offshore Software / Web Application Development, Web 
2.0 Internet Portals & Applications , SEO / SEM Internet Marketing, Email Marketing, Graphics Designing & Corporate 
Branding, Networking Solutions, Business Analysis Services, Project Portfolio Management, Content Management 
Systems ( CMS ), Learning Management Systems (LMS), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), E-commerce 
Solutions, IT Consultation, CCTV surveillance system, switcher, recorder, accessories & many more. Fire Alarm Systems, 
Time Attendance & Access Control System, P.A System, and others also. For 24 hours & 365 days our Technical team is 
looking for new products with latest technology. 
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Introduction: 

We are a vibrant and professionally experienced technology solutions provider, delivering design and development 

solutions to our clients located across the globe, who utilize our skills as a forward thinking IT company. Established in 

2005. Global Creations System’s base was on one belief that success in business with quick Return On. Investment 

(ROI) can be achieved by strategically and effectively utilizing the Information Technology resources. Intelligences 

helps you take these decisions. 

We listen….. We internalize….. We’re responsive. 

We think in business terms. Our expertise has enabled us to provide best of breed IT solutions to address clients’ 

unique business requirements. We are a leading provider of cost-effective Information technology solutions and 

resources across the world. We use latest software technology and best practices for delivering value added solutions 

that ultimately help companies to accomplish their information technology objectives. 

As every client faces unique business challenges, our Web application development team starts with a thorough 

understanding of your objectives and works with you in close collaboration to come up with the most appropriate 

solutions that are rapidly developed, tested and implemented. For Team of Global Creations System’s, every project 

is mission-critical and must be delivered – on time, upon scope and within budget. 

 

Global Creations Ideology: 

Global Creations ideology is based upon the dedication to provide top quality software solutions by disseminating 

information technology as a strategic business tool. Our business paradigm associates maximum importance to 

relationships and a relentless search for greater accomplishments. At Global Creations Systems, we never lose sight of 

a commitment to fulfil the particular needs of each client, building a long-term, mutually beneficial relationship on 

that foundation. 

Global Creation’s Ideology is based on solid methodology to solve the problems that deals with the Principles, Project 

Management, Iterative -ness, Descending order of importance and rule of necessity that is molding the behavior 

according to the project needs. 

For us our Strategic Planning is a fundamental and perpetually ongoing activity. It ensures that the performance 

objectives of the organization are rationally developed, well defined, monitored and continually adapted based on 

communication and system feedback. Ideally, the input to effective Strategic Planning is a strategic vision that has the 

substance to transform an industry. 
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Our Values: 

o Excellent Customer Service 

o Pioneering Technology 

o Creativity 

o Integrity 

o Social Responsibility 

 

Methodology: 

Basic elements of Global Creation’s software development process. 

Principles 

Every aspect of Global Creation’s development process is subject to fundamental principles and objectives discussed 

elsewhere. Please remember, while reading this discussion of methodology, that these principles always apply to every 

project and every stage of development. 

Project management 

Similarly, every step of the process is also subject to our project management discipline, which is an essential part of 

our overall development methodology. 

Iterative-ness 

Sometimes the development process is referred to as a “spiral”, where the spiral’s circular aspect is the repetition of 

the steps of the development process and its vertical aspect is progress toward completion of the software application. 

The iterative approach is a balance between the rigidity of the “waterfall” method (where each step of development 

must be fully completed before moving to the next step) and the potential lack of discipline of the “evolving 

prototypes” method (where a prototype is created quickly with minimal design effort, revised based on observed 

shortcomings, and then the process is repeated until presumably the final desired result is obtained). 

Descending order of importance. Every step in the development process is more important than the next. Because 

each step becomes the basis for the next, the earlier you “get it right”, the more time and money you save. 

At the very start of a project incorrect assumptions, omissions, or insufficient understanding can be corrected at little 

or no cost. With each completed step, correction becomes geometrically more costly and time-consuming. Many 

projects have failed because of simple misunderstandings that could have been corrected easily at the start of the 

project. 
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Rule of necessity 

One of the guidelines of the “agile” schools is “do what is necessary, not more, not less.” Because every project is 

different, it is appropriate to shape the prescribed practices of a methodology to the specific situation at hand. 

For instance some projects have teams of 1 or 2 people and cost a few thousand dollars; others may have dozens of 

developers and cost millions. Some are quick-and-dirty temporary applications, others are in-house systems with 

limited users, while still others are world-class products with thousands of unrelated users. Some are simple GUI and 

database applications, others are components of sophisticated mission-critical industrial applications which must 

never fail. 

A description of a methodology is an abstraction. Its application to a specific project should use just those elements of 

the methodology—no more and no less—that are required by the “rule of necessity” for that project. 

Summary 

This is not a formal description of a methodology and makes no attempt to be “complete” in any way. The purpose of 

this section is just to share with you in a general way our view of the software development process. 

 

 

Web Development: 

Web Design & Development 

Websites are undoubtedly the most important in the arsenal of online marketing tools available to businesses, but 

many companies fail to harness the potential their websites can provide to their businesses. To be able to compete in 

today’s climate, your business must rethink its website strategy and look beyond the mere aesthetic value of websites. 

Impress your customers 

A well-designed website creates a positive image of your company to your customers. However, for today’s discerning 

and increasingly web-savvy customers, a well-designed website means more than an aesthetically designed ‘brochure 

ware’. A website that is good to look at is just eye candy. To elevate your website as a useful platform to empower 

your customers in obtaining information about your products and services and making sound decisions, you need a 

website that is truly functional. A well thought-out site structure, effective navigation scheme and design layout are 

the keys to a useful website. Your customers will appreciate how much you understand their needs. 
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Embrace web standards 

Businesses are beginning to understand the importance of web standards. Websites that are compliant with such 

standards and best practices as XHTML, CSS, separation of content and presentation, semantic markup and 

unobtrusive JavaScript, to name but a few, are well on the way of bullet-proofing themselves from future changes and 

increasing the potential of working correctly on a wide range of browsers. Web standards open up possibilities for 

extensibility, usability and accessibility of your website across different platforms and by different audiences. 

Professional web design solutions 

For each website design project that we are engaged for Global Creations Systems focus on the key objectives of 

designing a professional looking website that is in line with the client’s objectives and corporate branding, developing 

an elegant and easy-to-use navigation scheme, and developing a website that is fast to download and access. Our 

team works closely with you to understand your visions for the website, striving to incorporate your business ideals, 

your company culture and corporate identity within the website. Our designers and developers possess relevant 

expertise to help you create your online presence while adhering to today’s web standards and fulfilling your specific 

website needs. 

 

Custom Web Applications 
Business portals have exploded in recent years with companies looking at ways to connect their partners and 

workforce. Business-to-employee (B2E) and business-to-business (B2B) solutions can help companies achieve their e-

business goals. 

Intranets are common for companies who need to share and communicate information among the employees. 

Intranet applications support business needs towards empowering the workforce with important and up-to-date 

information. Using familiar internet functionalities and navigation, your staff becomes empowered and connected 

through a familiar environment. Ranging from employee training materials, corporate policies and company 

newsletters to sales forecast and collaboration tools, intranets serve a crucial purpose in the business model of today’s 

companies. 

Global Creations can provide your business with intranet and extranet solutions that are specifically built based on 

your requirements. Our methodology for applications development include strong focus on intuitive application 

workflow, well-designed user interface (UI), application and user testing and user training. Our development team is 

well-versed in a wide range of today’s technologies, PHP, ASP, ASP.Net, VB.Net and C#, to name a few, that will fit into 

your existing infrastructure. Building on open standards where possible, we increase the extensibility and scalability 

of your custom web applications. 
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Content Management Systems (CMS) 
Your marketing efforts are never stagnant, so why should your website be? Keeping an updated and relevant website 

not only makes it easy for your customers to obtain timely information, but also presents a positive image of your 

business. With an effective content management solution, your business will benefit from the capability to manage a 

wide variety of content, from text to images and multimedia assets, and to easily assimilate content from external 

sources and distribute information to partners and other users through content syndication. 

Apart from building custom content management systems, we also use the Joomla and WordPress Content 

Management Systems for our client projects as they are the leading open source CMSs and have a plethora of 

extensions which can add new functionality to a website. We can also extend their functionality and build custom 

modules and extensions which can be plugged into the Joomla or WordPress backend to extend its functionality and 

meet your unique requirements. 

Benefits of CMS based Systems 

Zero maintenance cost 

You do not need to hire a web designer just to update your website. Through the WYSIWYG (What You See Is What 

You Get) interface, you can easily change the content of your website just like the way you change the content of your 

Microsoft Word document. There is no need to learn HTML or any programming languages. Anyone can do it. 

Unlimited web pages 

Through the administrator panel, you can add any number of web pages to your websites. You do not have to pay for 

any additional web pages. 

Quick response to market 

You can update your website anywhere, anytime as long as you have an internet connection. In this fast-changing 

business landscape, your response to the market is faster and more accurate. 

Cost saving 

As your business grows, your website needs to grow. Leveraging on ready-made extensions for your CMS, you can 

enhance your website’s capability in a short time, saving cost and time of custom development. 

Security enabled 

You can grant different access level and permission to your staff so that the website and its content’s security will not 

be compromised. 
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Scalability and Flexibility 

As your business grows, you would need to provide more services to your customer through your website. Add a 

mailing list, provide catalog browsing, install a shopping cart, or create a marketing survey form on your website. Do 

all this easily and cheaply by simply installing the functionality you need on your CMS. You do not need to rebuild your 

whole website just to add a shopping cart. 

We provide the following Joomla, Drupal, WordPress development services to our clients: 

 Custom template creation services 

 Custom component development services 

 Technical requirements 

 Project timeframe 

 Maintenance and update needs etc. 

 

E-Commerce/Online Shops 
With the wide range of options now available to accept and process payments online, it can be a complicated and 

often daunting task trying to decide which method suits your business idea best. 

Whether you choose to use a third party provider such as PayPal, Protx or Google Checkout or you would instead 

prefer to accept and process payments using your own systems – we can offer straightforward and clear advice so you 

can make an informed decision. While a large number of e-commerce websites follow a similar structure, sometimes 

you need something completely original. 

While we will build a custom e-commerce website for your online shop if required, we also offer integration services 

for existing e-commerce frameworks such as Prestashop, osCommerce and X-Cart. 

An online shop may have the following features: 

 Shopping trolley / cart / basket facilities 

 Secure payment facilities 

 PayPal integration 

 Content Management Systems 

 Database driven product lists 

 Statistical reports 

 Customer relationship management 

A key factor when designing and building e-commerce websites is the user interface. Many online shops let down the 

customer by having cluttered menus and web pages, with over complicated purchasing procedures that aren’t clearly 

explained. Our approach to web development is always to put a website’s functionality first and then design around 

this. This method produces sites that are straightforward and intuitive for visitors to use. This approach continues 

through to the admin systems we build – to power and control our e-commerce websites. 
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Flash-based Websites 
Flash movies provide the opportunity to engage visitors on your website like never before. Through animation, video 

and sound you can create a truly unique online experience that reflects your company’s brand and services. 

We offer Flash development as part of our wider range of web design and development services. We can also design 

and produce animated Flash adverts for use with online marketing campaigns. 

 

Microsite Design & Development 
A microsite website is usually a small website and is designed to market a new brand or a particular product or services 

of a larger website. Microsite Marketing is a very accurate method to reinforce the brand value in the market. 

Global Creations can design and develop the most stylish microsites to communicate or make the mass aware about 

your new ventures. 

 

Website Maintenance 
Update your website using our website maintenance services to ensure your site’s content remains fresh, up-to-date 

and accurate. We provide web maintenance options at either an hourly rate or contract basis to suit all budgets and 

timescales. 

Many websites can benefit from regular maintenance and if you don’t have a Content Management System (CMS) or 

only have a limited one then our range of web maintenance services can extend the life and usefulness of your current 

website. Possible areas to update include: 

 Updates to site content (text and graphics) 

 Addition of new web pages and features 

 Updating the database 

 Upgrading the Content Management System (CMS) 

 Update special promotions 

 Update news sections 

 Creating/managing cross-selling banners on the website 
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Internet Marketing: 

Search Engine Marketing 
Search engine marketing, (SEM), is a form of Internet marketing that seeks to promote websites by increasing their 

visibility in search engine result pages (SERPs) through the use of, paid placement, contextual advertising, and paid 

inclusion.  Search engine optimization (SEO) is “optimizing” website pages to achieve higher ranking in search results 

via the process of selecting specific keyword expressions associated to the website  SEM is utilizing various means of 

“marketing” a website in order for it to become more relevant in regard to search engine searches and their rankings. 

It should be asserted that SEM is NOT SEO and vice versa. SEM constitutes Ad words; which comprises of pay per call 

(particularly beneficial for local providers as it enables potential consumers to get in touch directly to a company with 

one click), article submissions, advertising and making sure SEO has been done. Also, key word analysis needs to be 

done for both SEO and SEM; but not necessarily at the same time. SEM is a constant and tedious task. It frequently 

needs to be updated and monitored continually. 

Another part of SEM is Social Media Marketing (SMM). SMM is a type of marketing that involves exploiting social 

media to influence consumers that one company’s products and/or services are valuable.  You can do SEM without 

doing SMM but you can’t do SMM without doing SEM because SMM is a higher level of SEM. 

Internet Marketing experts of Global Creations are well versed with each aspect of Search Engine Marketing and can 

help to promote the online rank of any company of any size. 

 

Email Marketing 
Email marketing is indeed one of the most practiced and traditional way of marketing online. Gone are the days when 

you could buy an email sending software and send bulk of emails without any problem. 

Today, email marketing in Pakistan has become a very professional niche. Not every software or web development 

company know the new requirements of mass email sending. Most of the emails sent by other companies end up in 

junk email folder or never reach the intended recipient. 

There are also other challenges in sending emails. You might be maintaining a list of clients to whom you want to send 

regular emails. If you do this yourself, you may end up spending too much time and if you choose an immature 

company, your emails may never reach there. 

Global Creations gives you a unique Hassel free email marketing solution in Pakistan which is trusted and tested by 

top national and multinationals in Pakistan. 
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Our proprietary technology makes use of the following best practices: 

– Valid Lists 

Instead of sending email to millions of non-valid or non-functional emails, we practice sending emails to only valid and 

recent email addresses 

– Client List / Our List 

You can provide your own email list to which we can send your message or we can use our own listing to send your 

message. 

– Legitimate Email Sending 

All emails we sent are based on legitimate business and email sending principles making sure that emails we sent are 

not treated as spam. 

 

 

Graphic Designing: 

Corporate Branding 
Global Creations Systems creates and defines corporate branding and corporate identity design allowing its clients to 

stand out in a crowded marketplace. 

Your corporate identity of logo design & other graphic design is often what makes the first and lasting impression of 

your organization. Nothing can have a more fundamental impact on your business than an expert, professional 

corporate identity and logo design. 

By creating a powerful corporate identity for your company, you will achieve not just a name display, but a brand. 

With this new creative brand your business can stand away from the crowd. 

Global Creations Systems’ corporate identity service is a dynamic, intellectual process of developing images and 

effective corporate branding strategies that translate into added value for our clients. 

If you need a corporate identity and logo design – look no further. Global Creations Systems would offer a full range 

of corporate identity design services as we combine research, strategy and experience with excellent creativity and 

design innovation to produce corporate identity packages and logo designs that make the right impression with your 

customers. 
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Our corporate Identity design services include: 

 Corporate Logo Design 

 Corporate Catalog Design 

 Website Design 

 Stationary Layout 

 Label Design 

 Corporate Presentation 

 Trade show Booth Design 

 Brochure Design 

 Business Card Design 

 Layout Presentation 

 Package Design 

 Presentation Folders 

 Animations / Interactive CDs 

 Flyers 

 

 

 

Our Services: 

Digital Brand Development 

Brands today can not just be successful through conventional means of brand development, Global 

Creations Systems with its strategic partners open new doors for your brand in the rapidly evolving 

electronic world. From brand conception to development, persona and positioning to promotion and 

sustaining in the competitive market, Global Creations System’s professional marketers are there to 

serve your brands.  

Internet Marketing 

Think of utilizing the power of the web? We make the best use of technology for you to build 

awareness of your brand based on how your customer interacts with it. A good interactive marketing 

communication will enhance your customer’s online brand experience and will transform them in to 

buyers by combining video, pod casts, interactive games and Web technology. 
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Web 2.0 Websites 

We help you build online social experiences for your customers and end users. Relishing the true 

potential of Web 2.0, we build online programs that encourage users’ interactivity by valuing their 

input and then letting others take part too in the activity. Starting from simple widgets to complex 

mashups and RSS web feeds we also provide complete social networking designing and 

implementation  

SEO / SEM 

We take your marketing efforts to a new high through our Search Engine Marketing services. We 

plan your marketing and advertising campaigns using Google AdWords, Yahoo Search Marketing, 

Microsoft AdCenter and also through Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Our Search Engine 

Marketing services make an ideal mix of these activities for a quick Return On Investment (ROI). 
 

 

 

Content Management 

Whether you are a small organization serving a limited number of clients and customers or a huge 

enterprise with thousands of page views per day, if you are worried about managing the content of 

the site and experience competitive delays as compared to your competitors you should redefine the 

way you are managing your content online. Global Creations Systems provide you a highly flexible 

solution to your content management needs. Ranging from a basic content management system to 

industry renowned off-the-shelf content management systems we can provide you all. 

 

Project Management 

Projects are becoming increasingly complex to design, deploy, secure and manage; requiring a strong 

level of expertise to execute them proficiently. At Global Creations Systems, our IT project 

management team focuses on delivering trouble-free implementation and minimal disruption to your 

business. Our large pool of IT Project Managers, can deliver your requirements expediently, from 

commencement of your project, or at any stage in the project life cycle. They are able to work across 

disciplines and verticals to give tailored solutions, regardless of size or geography. . 

 

 

 

Quality Assurance 

Global Creations Systems has a dedicated team of SQA engineers, who exercise industry’s best 

practices while deploying solutions at your end. We also provide independent SQA services for all 

your third party developed solutions including the delivery the Test Plans, Test Cases and Use Cases 

for your future business analysis needs.. 
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Application Development 

Global Creations Systems’ Application Development Centre (ADC) is aimed to build customized 

applications for your business needs. Our team analyzes your needs and suggests best solutions with 

in your budget and resources. We follow industry standard practices while developing the solution 

for you. 

 

 

 

 

CCTV Security & Surveillance System 
 

Global Creations is a wholesale distribution business providing complete range of Electronic Security 

Systems all over Pakistan. We are professional, distinguished Distribution Company in the Electronic 

surveillance industry.  A leading company in the Global Industry for full range of CCTV solutions 

(camera, CCTV surveillance system, switcher, recorder, accessories & many more), Fire Alarm 

Systems, Time Attendance & Access Control System, P.A System, and others also. For 24 hours & 

365 days our Technical team is looking for new products with latest technology, fashion & design to 

meet the changing market requirements.  

 

Our Commitment to our Clients:  

 
 Commitment to Quality  

 Product Training Program 

 Total Service Support 

 Competitive pricing  

 Latest Technologies & Features Ready Stock 

 Technical Support in your Projects 
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